Introduction {#s1}
============

Sarcomeres are the basic contractile units of muscles. Early polarized light microscopy studies defined the sarcomere as a repeating unit of the myofibril bordered by two Z-disks, with a regular defined banded structure of I-band, A-band, H-zone, and M-line (reviewed in [@bib79]). EM has subsequently shown that these sarcomeric regions result from a precise ultrastructure composed of three major filament systems: F-actin, known as the thin-filament array; the thick filaments composed of Myosin; and an elastic filament system based on Titin (reviewed in [@bib22]). The Z-disks serve as anchoring sites for the oppositely oriented thin filaments of neighboring sarcomeric units, and the regions either side of the Z-disks, containing thin filaments but devoid of thick filaments, are known as the I-band. The central thin-filament-free area known as the H-zone contains the headless Myosin regions of the bipolar thick filaments. The M-line (midline) region, flanked by the H-zone, corresponds to cross-linking structures associated with keeping neighboring thick filaments of the A-band in register. Sarcomeres are arguably the largest, most complex, and highly ordered macromolecular assemblies known. Their ultrastructure has been well characterized by x-ray crystallography and various EM methods. Such studies have led to quasiatomic models of thin and thick filaments from a number of animal species ([@bib33]; [@bib81]; [@bib87]; [@bib90]). However, despite the wealth of information collected, the exact spatial arrangement of many of the major muscle proteins remained unknown. In addition, several key aspects of myofilament array formation and dynamics are not resolved. Acquiring a precise molecular architecture of these is indispensable in order to understand the details of sarcomere assembly and function in healthy and disease conditions.

Ultrastructural analyses of sarcomeres have so far relied primarily on EM, with the detection of specific proteins accomplished by immunogold labeling. However, achieving high-density immunogold labeling is challenging; sample preparation is time consuming and manual annotation of gold particle location is tedious. This makes it difficult to assess with precision the relative position of sarcomeric proteins. In contrast, fluorescent microscopy appears a much more versatile tool with which to study sarcomeric protein distribution. Although the diffraction limit prevents the precise localization of the sarcomeric substructures by confocal laser scanning microscopy, recent advances in fluorescence superresolution imaging provide spatial resolutions that are well below the diffraction limit (reviewed in [@bib35]). Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM; reviewed in [@bib43]), especially when combined with particle-averaging methods (reviewed in [@bib77]), can deliver localization maps of multiprotein complexes with very high precision, attaining a virtual resolution equivalent to the scale of single proteins.

Genetic and biochemical studies of the asynchronous indirect flight muscles (IFMs) of *Drosophila melanogaster*, the overall structure of which is similar to that of vertebrate striated muscles, have already contributed much to our current understanding of muscle development and function ([@bib75]; [@bib78]). Because these muscles are not needed for viability, they have proved to be suitable for genetic studies and an array of functional assays. Importantly, the extremely regular, near-crystalline structure of IFM sarcomeres makes the flight muscles ideal candidates for structural studies. Such high structural order and the intrinsic mirror symmetry of the H-zone and Z-disk provide an opportunity for structural averaging of the sarcomeric components. Here, we report on a nanoscopic approach to visualize the protein distribution in subdiffraction-sized compartments of the IFM sarcomeres, i.e., the H-zone and I-band. We collected direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM; [@bib29]) images of ∼9,000 sarcomeres and developed a new software tool to determine the precise location of 14 epitopes in the H-zone and 21 epitopes in the I-band. We have combined this comprehensive localization information with the results of former structural, biochemical, and genetic studies to compile a refined sarcomere model with previously unprecedented scope and resolution. In addition, we determined the position of the major sarcomeric landmarks and gained novel functional insights into Z-disk, I-band, M-line, and H-zone organization as well as the mechanisms of thin filament pointed-end elongation.

Results {#s2}
=======

Nanoscopic assessment of flight muscle sarcomeres {#s3}
-------------------------------------------------

To determine the subsarcomeric localization of the major IFM proteins with high-resolution fluorescent microscopy techniques, we first compared three different types of nanoscopic approaches: structured illumination microscopy (SIM), stimulated emission and depletion (STED), and dSTORM ([Fig. S1, A--E](#figS1){ref-type="fig"}). These pilot experiments revealed that dSTORM, a SMLM-based approach ([@bib7]; [@bib29]; [@bib30]; [@bib71]), delivers the highest resolution and reliability when applied to individual myofibrils ([Fig. 1, A--F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To establish a reference model for the mature sarcomeres, myofibrils were isolated from the IFM of young adults (∼24 h after eclosion). Since highly specific antibodies ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) are available against different components of the sarcomere and organic fluorophores exhibit certain advantageous characteristics (i.e., high brightness and photostability), we used conventional immunofluorescent labeling. As the focal plane is parallel to the myofibrils we acquired 2D projections of the sarcomeres. These reveal the lateral distribution of proteins at the H-zones and I-bands ([Fig. 1, G and H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; and supplemental figure PDF).

![**dSTORM microscopy combined with structure averaging reveals the nanoscopic distribution of the sarcomeric proteins.** **(A**--C**)** The IFM, composed of dorsal longitudinal muscle fibers and dorsoventral muscle fibers (in blue; A), can be used to prepare individual myofibrils (B) exhibiting an extremely regular sarcomere organization (C) very similar to the one of vertebrate striated muscles. **(D and E)** Widefield (D) and dSTORM (E) images of flight muscle sarcomeres stained for Tmod. Insets, marked with cyan squares on the left, are shown in higher magnification on the right. **(F)** Tmod distribution after structure averaging of rotationally and translationally aligned dSTORM images. **(G and H)** Aligned and averaged images of sarcomeric proteins measured in the H-zone (G) and I-band (H; for a description, see text). Scale bars, 500 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig1){#fig1}

![**Individual myofibrils of the *Drosophila* IFMs are ideal for dSTORM imaging.** **(A and A′)** Confocal imaging of the individual myofibrils nicely reveals actin organization and Kettin accumulation at the Z-disk. Scale bar, 1 µm. **(B--E)** The Kettin signal at the Z-disk appears as a single band with CLSM (B) that can be resolved into two individual bands with superresolution approaches such as SIM (C), STED (D), and dSTORM (E), of which dSTORM clearly provides the highest resolution. Scale bar, 500 nm. **(F--G′)** Comparison of the nanoscopic localization of Projectin (lg26) and TnC in dissected intact flight muscles (F and G) with that in individual myofibrils (F′ and G′) reveals a highly similar pattern. Scale bars, 500 nm.](JCB_201907026_FigS1){#figS1}

After establishing sample preparation and immunolabeling procedures optimal for the IFM myofibrils, we collected superresolution images of thousands of sarcomeres and quantitatively analyzed the individual structures. Based on their distribution along the longitudinal axis of the myofibrils, we could classify the immunolabeling patterns obtained into three major categories: "double lines," "bands," or "gaps" ([Fig. 2, A--E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). After classification, filtering, and quality control, the localization information of the selected sarcomeric structures were exported into IFM Analyser, a newly developed software tool dedicated to retrieve epitope distribution information from raw localization data for quantitative measurements (for a description, see Materials and methods). While quantitative measurements were performed on individual structures, for visualization purposes, we used the IFM Analyser to align the localizations along the symmetry axes of the H-zone/I-band by rotation and translation before averaging them. The averaged images gave thorough representation of the longitudinal and transverse distribution of the individual protein targets ([Fig. 1, F--H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequently, the aligned and averaged images were used to generate pseudomulticolor representations ([Fig. 2, F and G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Analysis pipeline of the raw localization data and aligned pseudo-multicolor representations of the H-zone/I-band structures.** Quantitative analysis is performed in multiple steps (for detailed description, see Materials and methods). **(A and B)** The analysis is performed according to the morphological classes (double lines, bands, or gaps; A) and starts with the region of interest (ROI) assignment (B). **(C)** Following that, the selected data (within the blue rectangle) is exported to the IFM Analyser toolset in which a central line (green line) corresponding to the symmetry axes of the H-zone/I-band is fitted on the localization densities. **(D)** Subsequently, a histogram is generated with a fitted curve (yellow line) equivalent to the localization distribution perpendicular to the central line (dashed line). **(E)** Finally, a theoretical curve (red line) is calculated, corresponding to an approximated epitope distribution and used for quantitative measurements. **(F and G)** Exploiting the mirror symmetry of the H-zone and the I-band, we merged the aligned and averaged images of independent proteins to generate examples of pseudo-multicolor representations of the H-zone (F) and I-band (G) structures. Scale bars, 500 nm. Insets are shown in higher magnification on the right. Scale bars, 200 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig2){#fig2}

To rule out the possibility of sample preparation artifacts, we compared the nanoscopic structures of isolated individual myofibrils to those of dissected intact flight muscles ([Fig. S1, F--G′](#figS1){ref-type="fig"}). This revealed nearly identical patterns, confirming that the individual myofibril preparations are perfectly suitable for our goal. Thus, we applied the myofibril staining procedure and the analysis pipeline outlined above to determine the position of 27 muscle protein epitopes ([Fig. 1, G and H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Note that most proteins enrich either at the H-zone or the I-band, while a few are present at both places (and along the entire thin filament). We provide a visual summary of all protein structure, confocal and dSTORM image, epitope distribution, and molecular modeling data in the supplemental figure PDF. From this huge dataset, the following sections focus on the key findings regarding the sarcomeric landmarks; the molecular architecture of the Z-disk, I-band, M-line, and H-zone; and the mechanisms of actin filament elongation in the H-zone.

Defining sarcomeric reference points {#s4}
------------------------------------

The backbone of the thin filament is a helical F-actin polymer with an average axial repeat of 28 monomers in 13 turns, corresponding to a repeat size of 2 × 38.7 nm in the IFM ([Fig. 3 K](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib61]; [@bib69]; [@bib74]). The actin filaments are polarized structures with their plus ends (also known as barbed ends) cross-linked in the Z-disk and capped by CapZ (a heterodimer of Cpa and Cpb), and with their minus ends (also known as pointed ends) facing toward the M-line, where they are capped by Tropomodulin (Tmod). The regular arrangement of IFM sarcomeres facilitates the direct visualization of Tmod and CapZ (marked by anti-Cpa; [@bib3]), as the thin filaments are aligned in parallel arrays that are in perfect register with each other.

![**Distribution of the major thin filament proteins at the nanoscopic scale.** **(A--G)** Pairwise alignment of thin filament components (including F-actin, Tmod, Tm, TmH-34, TnT, and TnC) in the H-zone (A--D) and I-band (E--G) regions. Scale bar, 200 nm. **(H)** Schematic of Tn complex--Tm arrangement along the thin filament. **(I and J)** Longitudinal epitope distributions relative to the Z- (I) and M-line (J), depicted as violin plots. Plot color indicates the corresponding protein density class and the applied measurements. Mean values are shown as red dots. **(K and L)** Molecular models of the thin filament from the I-band (K) and H-zone (L) regions. The models are scaled to the plots, with vertical lines marking the average epitope positions; F-actin is shown in gray, TnT in blue, TnC in magenta, TnI in orange, Tm in various shades of green, and Tmod in yellow. Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig3){#fig3}

To establish sarcomeric reference points, we determined the localization of both Tmod and Cpa and found that both display a double-line-type distribution of parallel lines along the Z-disks and M-lines, respectively ([Figs. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). From the profile of the dSTORM images, we defined the epitope positions with respect to the center of the H-zone ([Fig. 3 J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and I-band ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We also confirmed the position of the pointed ends by directly visualizing the F-actin filament array ([Fig. 3, A and J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To complement these structural insights, we determined the width of the I-band and the H-zone using a monoclonal antibody ([@bib21]) recognizing the S2 segment of the Myosin heavy chain (Mhc). This antibody labels the A-band almost uniformly and displays a gap-type distribution both in the I-band and H-zone with a half-gap width of 100.7 nm and 73.9 nm, respectively ([Fig. 4, A and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; and see [Fig. 7, A and E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these results successfully established the positions of the key sarcomeric landmarks including the widths of the H-zone (133 nm), I-band (201.4 nm), and Z-disk (103 nm).

![**Nanoscale arrangement of α-Actinin and Zasp52 at the Z-disk.** **(A--D)** Localization of the Z-disk proteins α-Actinin and Zasp52 as compared with the barbed end of the thin filaments marked by Cpa and to that of Myosin S2. Scale bar, 200 nm. **(E)** Longitudinal epitope distributions relative to the Z-line, depicted as violin plots. Plot color indicates the corresponding protein density class and the applied measurements. Mean values are shown as red dots. **(F)** Schematic Z-disk arrangement of α-Actinin and Zasp52. **(G)** Molecular model of the Z-disk, scaled to the plots on E, with vertical lines marking the average epitope positions. F-Actin is shown in gray, α-Actinin in blue, Zasp52 in magenta, Cpa in cyan, and Tm in green. Schematic transverse sections of the myofibril are shown on the left and right sides, representing the lattice structure of the thin filaments with red and green dots. Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig4){#fig4}

In addition, we aimed to determine the relative position and orientation of the Tropomyosin (Tm) and the regulatory Troponin (Tn) complex (composed of TnT, TnC, and TnI), attached to the Tm dimers. *Drosophila* IFM harbors three Tm isoforms: the standard striated muscle Tm127 isoform and two IFM-specific heavy Tms, TmH-33 and TmH-34. The heavy Tms contain Tm-homologous N-terminal domains and Pro-Ala-rich C-terminal domains of ∼230 residues ([@bib28]; [@bib38]). The TmHs are integrated into the thin filaments by their N-terminal parts, forming homo- and heterodimers between themselves and with Tm127 ([@bib58]). The N-termini of Tm are oriented toward the pointed end, where they interact with the C-terminus of the adjacent Tm dimer or the Tm-binding sites of Tmod ([@bib26]). We examined the localization of Tm using the MAC141 antibody ([@bib8]), which is specific to a sequence close to the N-terminus, shared by all three Tm isoforms ([Fig. S2 A](#figS2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib16]; [@bib17]). The MAC141 staining is evident both in the I-band and H-zone. In the I-band, we found a gap-type distribution, whereas in the H-zone, the double lines appear to consist of two discrete peaks each, based on the line distance measurements ([Fig. 3 J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S2, C and D](#figS2){ref-type="fig"}). The monoclonal antibody against TnT displayed a gap-type distribution both in the I-band and in the H-zone ([Fig. 3, D, G, I, and J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the anti-TnC staining gave a double-line-type distribution in the I-band with a Z-line distance of 65 nm ([Fig. 3, E, F, and I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These epitope positions in the I-band are entirely consistent with an N-terminal location of the Tm MAC141 epitope and indicate that the Tn complex binds the C-terminal part of Tm. Curiously, we noted that the MAC141 antibody does not label the thin filaments uniformly. Instead, it strongly labels the H-zone/A-band ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and I-band/A-band boundaries and weakly accumulates along the entire sarcomeres ([Figs. 3 E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 B](#figS2){ref-type="fig"}). A likely explanation is that the epitope is masked in the tightly packed A-band ([@bib68]), and, accordingly, when C-terminus of the TmH molecules is removed by Igase digestion ([@bib17]), the Tm staining becomes nearly uniform along the sarcomeres ([Fig. S2 B′](#figS2){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of H-zone localization of Tm and TnT, we assume that the most M-ward Tn complex is missing from some of the thin filaments/myofibrils, which would explain the relatively large SD measured and would also be in line with the Igase treatment data.

![**Tm (MAC141) epitope position and distribution.** **(A)** The epitope recognized by the monoclonal MAC141 antibody has been restricted to an 80-aa-long N-terminal sequence in Tm1-PL, and this antibody is known to recognize all IFM-specific Tm isoforms (Tm2, TmH-33, and TmH-34). Sequence comparison suggests that the MAC141 epitope is most likely within a 12-aa-long conserved N-terminal region (highlighted in magenta). **(B)** MAC141 staining of wild-type IFM myofibrils displays a strong signal in the H-zone and a faint signal in the A-band. Nanoscopy revealed that the H-zone accumulation corresponds to a double line structure close to the pointed ends. This suggests that the epitope recognized by MAC141 is close to the pointed ends but largely masked along the rest of the thin filaments. **(B′)** Myofibrils treated with the Igase enzyme to remove the hydrophobic extensions of TmH-34, thereby loosening up the Tn bridges, exhibit a nearly uniform MAC141 staining along the A-bands. This observation supports the idea that the epitope is masked in the A-band and it is located on the N-terminus. Scale bar, 5 µm. **(C and D)** Unlike in the I-band where Tm exhibit a double-line-type distribution with one single peak on both sides of the Z-line, the MAC141 signal in the H-zone appears as a double peak on either side of the M-line (schematized in C). The M-ward peak of the doublet corresponds exactly to the pointed-end region, whereas the other marks the middle of the most proximal axial repeat (D). The I-band distribution and position of the M-ward H-zone peak is entirely consistent with an N-terminal epitope localization. With regard to the peak in the middle of the most proximal axial repeat, we propose that it could be the average position of the two most M-ward epitopes by assuming that the most proximal Tn complex is missing from some of the thin filaments, which makes those epitopes accessible (stars).](JCB_201907026_FigS2){#figS2}

Considering the position of the main reference points and localization of the Tm repeats, our results suggest that the Tn complex is positioned to the C-terminus of the Tm repeats ([Fig. 3 H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results were integrated into the previously established IFM thin filament structure ([Fig. 3, K and L](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; the molecular structure key is provided in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib90]) and served as a backbone for our subsequent structural modeling.

Z-disk organization and elastic filament localization in the I-band {#s5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The sarcomeres are flanked by Z-disks, cross-linking structures in which actin filaments of opposite polarity from neighboring sarcomeres interdigitate and are linked by connecting structures ([@bib15]; [@bib19]). One of the main components of these Z-bridges are the α-Actinin homodimers that contain actin-binding domains at both ends of their central rod segment (reviewed in [@bib53]). In vertebrate muscles, depending on fiber and muscle type, the Z-disks have a precise width determined by the number of α-Actinin layers, periodically positioned at every ∼19 nm ([@bib54]). In the IFM, a single 104-kD muscle-specific α-Actinin isoform is expressed, and it displays a double-line-type distribution with an average Z-line distance of 39.3 nm ([Fig. 4, B, D, and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, α-Actinin in the IFM forms only two layers separated by 78.6 nm. Besides α-Actinin, Zasp52 is another important Z-disk protein that is thought to interact with α-Actinin and cooperate in Z-disk formation ([@bib41]; [@bib50]). Using a monoclonal antibody ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) against a muscle-specific Zasp52 isoform (also known as Z(210); [@bib14]) reveals a band-type distribution ([Fig. 4, C--E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) with a half bandwidth of 39.4 nm. However, a double-line-type distribution is evident in ∼20% of the individual images (supplemental figure PDF), and by assuming a hidden double line structure, we can determine the average epitope position more precisely (for description, see Materials and methods). This refines the approximate Z-line epitope distance to ∼24 nm, which positions it close to the Z-ward end of the α-Actinin dimer ([Fig. 4, D--G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and provides further support for a Zasp52 role in regulating the Z-disk incorporation and positioning of α-Actinin.

In addition to the thin and thick filaments, striated muscles are equipped with an elastic system, made up of large modular proteins that link the thick filaments to the Z-disk. In vertebrate muscles, a single protein, Titin, extends from the Z-disk across the I-band and along half the length of the thick filament to the M-line. However, Titin is absent from the *Drosophila* genome. Instead, the *bent* (*bt*, also known as *projectin*) and *sallimus* (*sls*) genes express multiple isoforms of functionally similar proteins ([@bib9]). Kettin, the best-characterized Sls isoform, is composed of 35 Ig domains, separated by linker sequences, and is bound to the F-actin core of the thin filament. Its N-terminus is located in the middle of the Z-disk. This elongated molecule spans the I-band with its C-terminus facing the A-band, where it directly or indirectly attaches to the thick filaments ([@bib10]; [@bib84]). To position this large, elongated protein in our model, two antibodies were used, one recognizing the Ig16 domain and the other one recognizing the Kettin C-terminal Ig34--Ig35 domains ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [@bib46]). As expected, both antibodies displayed a double-line-type distribution with an average Z-line distance of 49.2 nm and 66.8 nm, respectively ([Fig. 5, A, B, and G--I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This arrangement is similar to the previously published immunoelectron micrographs ([@bib11]). However, our measurements clearly demonstrate that the C-terminus of Kettin is not close enough to be able to bind the A-band directly, which is consistent with the lack of a Myosin-binding domain ([@bib55]). While a direct interaction between Kettin and Myosin is highly unlikely, an indirect interaction is expected, as most of the high passive stiffness of the IFM is due to Kettin ([@bib46]). Projectin, mostly composed of repeated Ig and Fn motifs, is a prime candidate to mediate such an interaction ([@bib10]). Therefore, we next used two monoclonal antibodies (anti-Ig26 and P5; [@bib48]) to determine its subsarcomeric position. Both displayed a double-line-type distribution with an average Z-line distance of 67.4 nm for anti-Ig26 and 79.4 nm for P5 ([Fig. 5, E, F, and I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Because immunoelectron micrographs revealed that the N-terminal region of Projectin is located within the Z-disk ([@bib4]), we predict that the epitope recognized by P5 is located further toward the C-terminus than Ig26, which is thought to be anchored to the thin filaments. The calculated contour length of Projectin is ∼320 nm, and when integrated into our molecular model, the C-terminus is located ∼130 nm from the Z-line, which overlaps with the edge of the A-band (i.e., end of the thick filaments; [Fig. 5, J and K](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these data suggest that Kettin is restrained to an ∼132-nm-wide stripe within the ∼200-nm-wide I-band and therefore cannot make a direct contact with Myosin ([Fig. 5 K](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The observation that Tm is excluded from an ∼132-nm-wide stripe from the I-band is in line with the fact that Kettin and Tm bind F-actin in a mutually exclusive way ([@bib84]).

![**Nanoscale arrangement of the elastic protein components of the I-band.** **(A--F)** Distribution of the elastic protein epitopes Kettin (lg16 and lg34), Sls700 (B2), Zormin (B1), and Projectin (lg26 and P5) as compared with Zasp52. **(G and H)** Pairwise alignment of Kettin (lg16) to that of (**G**) Kettin (lg34) and (**H**) Sls700 (B2). Scale bar, 200 nm. **(I)** Longitudinal epitope distributions (i.e., line distances of the elastic proteins relative to the Z-line), depicted as violin plots. Mean values are shown as red dots. **(J)** Schematic arrangement of the measured elastic filaments and their distinguished epitopes in the I-band. **(K)** Molecular model of elastic protein organization in the I-band/Z-disk region, scaled to the plots on I, with vertical lines marking the average epitope positions. F-Actin is shown in gray, Projectin in blue, Kettin in orange, Zormin in teal, and Tm in green. Schematic transversal sections of the myofibril are shown on the left and right sides, representing the lattice structure of the thin filaments with red and green dots. Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig5){#fig5}

We also determined the position of the two other Sls isoforms, Zormin and Sls(700), present in the IFM ([@bib11]). The B1 antibody, raised against the Ig4-Ig6 domains of Zormin ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), displays a double-line-type distribution in the I-band, with an average Z-line distance of 57.8 nm ([Fig. 5, D and I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, these double lines converge into a spindle-like shape at the IFM periphery ([Fig. 1 H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Anti-Sls(700) staining revealed a peculiar double-line-type distribution, with an average Z-line distance of 85 nm, which is, however, restricted to the myofibrillar core region ([Fig. 5, C, H, and I](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Whereas for Zormins, the lack of genetic and biochemical characterization hinders a precise placement of these molecules, the Sls(700) measurements suggest that its C-terminal domains overlap with the distal ends of the thick filaments and that they may attach to it (see [Fig. 10 A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, as the diameter of IFM myofibrils grows by radial addition during pupal development ([@bib57]; [@bib63]), the localization of Sls(700) in the IFM core region indicates an early role during myofibrillogenesis.

Filamins (FLNs) cross-link the parallel thin filaments in the Z-disk {#s6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

FLNs are large, actin filament cross-linking proteins that regulate Z-disk width in the IFM ([@bib25]). While vertebrates have three FLN isoforms (FLNa, FLNb, and FLNc), *Drosophila* produce at least 10 different isoforms, most of which are expressed in the IFM ([@bib25]). FLN-PM, a representative of one of the large isoforms, has a tandem Calponin homology domain containing an actin-binding region at its N-terminus, followed by 22 Ig repeats, among which the last one serves as a dimerization domain. To determine the sarcomeric localization of FLN, two different antibodies were used: C-terminus specific ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [@bib49]), which recognizes all isoforms, and N-terminus specific, raised against residues 132--482 ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [@bib47]). In addition to a largely uniform pattern spanning the entire myofibril (supplemental figure PDF), the C-terminal antibody revealed a double-line-type distribution at the Z-disk with an average Z-line distance of 54.3 nm ([Fig. 6, A, C, and D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to this, the N-terminus--specific antibody displayed a "band"-type distribution with an average half bandwidth of 39.4 nm ([Fig. 6, B--D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Presuming that this band is formed by the N-termini of FLN from adjoining sarcomeres, we can estimate the average epitope positions with higher precision (for description, see Materials and methods). This gives an approximate Z-line epitope distance of ∼23 nm.

![**FLN cross-links the parallel actin filaments at the Z-disk.** **(A--C)** Localization of FLN C-terminus and N-terminus compared with Myosin S2 and with each other. Scale bar, 200 nm. **(D)** Longitudinal epitope distributions relative to the Z-line, depicted as violin plots. Plot color indicates the corresponding protein density class and the applied measurements. Mean values are shown as red dots. **(E)** Schematic of FLN orientation at the Z-disk. **(F)** Molecular model of the Z-disk scaled to the plots on E, with vertical lines marking the average epitope positions. On the left side, there are two parallel actin filaments (in gray) cross-linked by a FLN dimer (in green); Cpa (in cyan) indicates the barbed end of the actin filaments. Schematic transversal sections of the myofibril are shown on the left and right sides, representing the lattice structure of the thin filaments (red and green dots). Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig6){#fig6}

These data clearly place the N-termini of FLN dimers to a more central Z-line location compared with the C-termini ([Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which is positioned remarkably close (4.2 nm M-ward) to the end of the thin filaments. The orientation of FLN dimers, combined with molecule structure predictions, protein interaction data ([@bib25]), and Z-disk lattice structure ([@bib86]), not only allows the precise placement of FLN into our sarcomere model but also suggests a role in cross-linking of the parallel running thin filaments of the Z-disk ([Fig. 6 F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, this position is relevant with regard to earlier studies of Z-disk organization in honeybee IFMs ([@bib15]; [@bib19]; [@bib72]). These authors found various connecting EM densities between actin filaments that can be described as five compact domains (C1--C5). Whereas its molecular nature remains obscure, the C4 density is known to cross-link actin filaments of the same polarity and to have a threefold symmetry. Domain C4 consists of a central hub from which three arms radiate out to three actin filaments of the same polarity. Based on our measurements, FLN is likely to correspond to the C4 density, or be at least one component of it. Provided that the *Drosophila* and honeybee Z-disks exhibit very similar structural organization at the EM level ([@bib44]; [@bib67]), our model suggests that the "hub" close to the filament termini corresponds to the globular C-terminal part of FLM, while the "arms" are the actin-binding rod domains facing toward the Z-disk core region ([Fig. 6 F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The number of arms radiating from the C4 density indicates that the hub contains more than one FLM dimer. Finally, we note that recent work revealed an interaction between Sls and the Ig 19--22 region of FLN ([@bib25]), and this finding is entirely compatible with our model. Thus, high-resolution analysis of this major Z-disk component provided an example for the power of our nanoscopic approach, where collection of precise localization data was instrumental in our reconstruction of a key sarcomeric structure.

The major M-line protein Obscurin displays an overlapping antiparallel arrangement in the H-zone {#s7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In *Drosophila* IFMs, Obscurin, a large Titin-like protein ([@bib91]), is specifically enriched in the M-line. Here, it plays a key role in sarcomere organization by controlling the incorporation and symmetry of the Myosin filaments ([@bib40]). Of the five *Drosophila* Obscurin isoforms, two (A and C) are present in the IFM ([@bib40]). The ∼475-kD Obscurin A is composed of an N-terminal SH3 domain, followed by Rho-GEF signaling domains (DH-PH domains), 21 Ig-like domains, two fibronectin-like (Fn3) domains, and two kinase domains close to the C-terminus. The smaller ∼370-kD Obscurin C, primarily present in mature flies, lacks the SH3 and DP-PH domains.

Two antibodies were used to determine the position and orientation of Obscurin within the H-zone. The first was raised against the Ig14--16 region ([@bib11]), and the second recognizes the kinase 1 domain (hereafter referred to as Kin1; [@bib40]). Both antibodies display a band-type distribution in the middle of the H-zone with half bandwidths of 32.7 nm for the Ig14--16 antibody and 24.7 nm for the Kin1 antibody ([Fig. 7, A--C and E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). These epitope distributions suggest that Obscurin has a mirror symmetric pattern and that the C-termini are closer to the H-zone center, while the N-termini face toward the thin filaments ([Fig. 7 F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Presuming a symmetric distribution, we can estimate the average epitope positions more precisely (for a description, see Materials and methods). This refines the approximate M-line epitope distance as ∼19 nm and ∼9 nm, respectively. An overlapping, antiparallel Obscurin arrangement would perfectly account for these values. As our template-based structure prediction suggests that the contour length is close to ∼130 nm for Obscurin A and ∼110 nm for Obscurin C, the predicted size and orientation places the N-terminus of Obscurin near the thin filament pointed ends ([Fig. 7 G](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). From this we propose that Obscurin may interact directly with the thin filaments and/or indirectly through pointed end regulator proteins.

![**Obscurin displays an overlapping antiparallel arrangement in the H-zone.** **(A--D)** Localization of two Obscurin epitopes (lg14 and Kin1), as compared with Myosin S2 and each other, as well as that of Zormin (B1) compared with Myosin S2. Scale bar, 200 nm. **(E)** Longitudinal epitope distributions relative to the M-line, depicted as violin plots. Plot color indicates the corresponding protein density class and the applied measurements. Mean values are shown as red dots. **(F)** Schematic organization of Obscurin and Zormin in the H-zone. **(G)** Molecular model of the central region of sarcomere, scaled to the plots on E, with vertical lines marking the average epitope positions. Myosin is shown in gray, Obscurin in blue, and Zormin in teal. Note that Obscurin and Zormin are both in a position to contact the pointed end of the thin filaments (pink rectangles). Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig7){#fig7}

Obscurin is required for the M-line accumulation of the Sls isoform, Zormin ([@bib11]; [@bib40]). Using the B1 (anti-Zormin) antibody, we obtained a double-line-type distribution, with an M-line distance of 30 nm, indicating a symmetrical protein arrangement ([Fig. 7, D and E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Based on our structure prediction, the contour length of Zormin is ∼85 nm and, therefore, it can easily overlap with the proximal ends of the thin filaments. Together, by adding novel geometric constrains, these measurements provide a refined H-zone backbone structure.

Actin regulatory proteins of the H-zone are organized into two distinct layers {#s8}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Labeled monomer incorporation studies in muscle cells suggested that the sarcomeric actin filaments are dynamic at both ends ([@bib51]). Unexpectedly, blocking of barbed end dynamics does not arrest actin filament elongation, while blocking of pointed end dynamics prevents filament growth. Therefore, in contrast to nonmuscle cells, actin filaments elongate from their pointed end during myofibrillogenesis ([@bib51]; [@bib57]) with an apparently unknown mechanism. Nevertheless, a number of proteins have already been linked to the regulation of sarcomeric actin dynamics and thin-filament elongation. We determined the distribution of this set of actin regulators, including the pointed end capping protein Tmod ([@bib57]), the tandem WH2 domain containing SALS protein ([@bib5]), the two formins (DAAM and Fhos; [@bib62]; [@bib76]), the G-actin--binding Profilin protein ([@bib45]), and the Gelsolin family member Flightless-I (FliI; [@bib60]).

As expected, the pointed-end--binding Tmod protein is excluded from the I-band, whereas the barbed-end--binding formin proteins DAAM and Fhos are clearly present there. The antibody specific to the N-terminus of the large DAAM isoform (PD; [Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the R1 antibody raised against its C-terminus ([Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. S3, A--F](#figS3){ref-type="fig"}) both displayed a double-line-type distribution with an average Z-line distance of 50.6 nm and 60.5 nm, respectively ([Fig. 8, A--C, F, and I](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, Fhos, the single *Drosophil*a FHOD (formin homology domain-containing protein) subfamily orthologue, also displayed a double-line-type distribution in the I-band, with an average Z-line distance of 52.9 nm ([Fig. 8, D, F, and I](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The potential formin binding partner FliI ([@bib31]) is present near the Z-disk as well. It is found in two pairs of bands, representing a unique and peculiar pattern. The average Z-line distance of the Z-ward set of bands is 69.7 nm, whereas the other set of lines (only noticeable on the averaged representations) is located ∼60 nm M-ward ([Fig. 8, G--I](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). As to SALS, initially characterized as a thin filament elongation factor, our nanoscopic assessment revealed a double-line-type distribution in the I-band, with an average Z-line distance of 46.7 nm ([Fig. 8, E, F, and I](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these measurements support the barbed end association of these actin regulators ([Fig. 8, J and K](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Nanoscale arrangement of the actin regulatory proteins at the Z-disk.** **(A--H)** Distribution of the actin-binding protein DAAM (PD and R1), Fhos, SALS, and FliI as compared with Zasp52 (A, B, D, and E), each other (C, F, and G), or Myosin S2 (H) at the Z-disk. Scale bar, 200 nm. **(I)** Longitudinal epitope distributions (i.e., line distances of the actin regulatory proteins relative to the Z-line), depicted as violin plots. Mean values are shown as red dots. **(J)** Schematic arrangement of the potential barbed-end regulatory proteins at the Z-disk. **(K)** Molecular model of actin regulatory protein distribution in the I-band/Z-disk region, scaled to the plots on I**,** with vertical lines marking the average epitope positions. F-Actin is shown in gray, DAAM in magenta, Fhos in light green, FliI in orange, SALS in red orange, Tm in green, and Cpa in cyan. Schematic transversal sections of the myofibril are shown on the left and right sides, representing the lattice structure of the thin filaments (red and green dots). Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig8){#fig8}

![**The short and long isoforms of DAAM and the localization of Profilin.** **(A)** Domain structure of the two DAAM isoforms, PB and PD, expressed in the IFM. Note that the two isoforms are completely overlapping, while the PD isoform contains an N-terminal extension of 310 aa. The anti-DAAM (PD) serum was raised against an N-terminal, PD isoform--specific peptide, whereas the (R1) antibody was raised against a C-terminal region of the protein, present in both isoforms. **(B and B′)** Western blots show that, as expected, the (R4) antibody (raised against the same sequences as R1) recognizes the short (PB) and long (PD) isoform, while the anti-DAAM (PD) recognizes only the long isoform from S2 cell lysates transfected with DAAM-PB-- or DAAM-PD--expressing constructs. **(C and C′)** Western blots with bacterially expressed proteins reveal that R1 and R4 both recognize the FH2 and DAD-CT regions but not the FH1 domain. It is of note that R1 appears to exhibit a much higher affinity for DAD-CT than R4. **(D and E)** Anti-DAAM (PD) staining in a 0--4 h IFM reveals a strong accumulation at the Z-disk and a weak signal at the M-line; conversely, (R1) displays a strong signal at the M-line and a very weak if any enrichment at the Z-disk. Thus, it appears that although (R1) recognizes both isoforms in denaturing conditions (i.e., after SDS-PAGE), when used for immunohistochemistry, it is specific for the short isoform. In addition, these results indicate that in these young IFMs, the PD isoform is enriched at the Z-disk, whereas the PB isoform accumulates at the M-line. Scale bar, 5 µm. **(F)** Comparison of the nanoscopic distribution of the two Fhos and two DAAM isoforms in the IFM demonstrates that the short isoforms (Fhos-PA and DAAM-PB) are enriched in a narrow stripe at the M-line, while the long isoforms (Fhos-PH and DAAM-PD) accumulate in two stripes along the Z-line. This differential distribution is likely to indicate an isoform specific in vivo function at the Z-disk versus the M-line, for example the short isoforms promote pointed end elongation while the long isoforms are involved in barbed end dynamics. Scale bar, 500 nm. **(G and G′)** Developmental analysis of Profilin accumulation in the IFM. Whereas former work suggested that Profilin accumulates at the Z-disk, we found that, in addition to a weak staining along the entire myofibril, the bulk of the protein is enriched at the M-line (indicated by the colocalization with Obscurin) in the IFM of 24-h-old adults. To rule out the possibility that Profilin expression displays a different pattern during development, we examined its distribution in two earlier (72 h after puparium formation \[APF\] and 0--4 h adult) and two later (48 h and 96 h adult) developmental time points. This analysis confirmed the M-line association at each developmental stage, although the enrichment looked somewhat less specific in 72-h-APF myofibrils. Scale bar, 5 µm. **(H and I)** Sarcomere association of DAAM depends on Mhc. **(H)** Confocal images show that DAAM localization in an *Mhc*-null mutant myofibril is virtually lost. **(I)** In *Act88F*-null mutant IFMs, a residual DAAM accumulation is clearly visible. In agreement with its nanoscopic protein distribution at the M-line, these data suggest that myofibril association of at least the short isoform of DAAM, recognized by R1 in 0--4 h IFM, primarily depends on Mhc and not on actin. **(J--J″)** Myofibrillar G-actin distribution was visualized with deoxyribonuclease I (DNaseI) staining, which revealed a nearly uniform localization along the entire myofibril but at the Z-disk, where the staining is much weaker than elsewhere. This result clearly confirms the presence of G-actin in the H-zone. Scale bar, 5 µm.](JCB_201907026_FigS3){#figS3}

In addition to their I-band localization, but still consistent with phenotypic data ([@bib5]; [@bib60]; [@bib62]; [@bib76]), DAAM, Fhos, SALS, FliI and Profilin were all found to be enriched in the H-zone as well. Of these, SALS displays a nearly perfect colocalization with that of Tmod with an average M-line distance of 64.2 nm ([Fig. 9, A and I](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), a location only 2.2 nm Z-ward from Tmod. As to formins, when analyzed at the nanoscopic level, Fhos and DAAM both displays a band-type distribution in the H-zone with an average half bandwidth of 22.1 nm for Fhos and 29.9 nm for DAAM ([Fig. 9, C, D, F, and I](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Localization of these formins in a narrow stripe in the middle of the H-zone, in a seemingly F-actin-free area ([Fig. 9, J and K](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), is intriguing. Since they cannot be connected to the actin filaments, we tested whether removal of myofibrillar Myosin influences their localization. We found that in IFM of *Mhc^10^* homozygous mutant flies, the DAAM signal became completely diffuse ([Fig. S3, H and I](#figS3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that at least DAAM localization depends on Myosin.

![**Nanoscale arrangement of the actin regulatory proteins in the H-zone.** **(A--H)** Distribution of the actin-binding protein SALS, Profilin, Fhos, DAAM, and FliI as compared with the pointed-end--capping Tmod protein (A--E, G, and H) or each other (F). Scale bar, 200 nm. **(I)** Longitudinal epitope distributions relative to the M-line, depicted as violin plots. Plot color indicates the corresponding protein density class and the applied measurements. Mean values are shown as red dots. **(J)** Schematic arrangement of the actin regulatory proteins at the M-line. **(K)** Molecular model of actin regulatory protein distribution in the H-zone/M-line region, scaled to the plots in I, with vertical lines marking the average epitope positions. F-Actin is shown in gray, DAAM in magenta, Fhos in light green, Flightless in orange, Profilin in red, SALS in red orange, Tm in green, and Cpa in cyan. Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig9){#fig9}

Profilin-actin is the major G-actin source for formin-mediated actin assembly, and accordingly, overexpression of human Profilin in the IFM induces thin filament overgrowth ([@bib45]). While the latter study suggested that endogenous Profilin accumulates at the Z-disk, our comprehensive developmental profiling (based on confocal analysis) revealed an enrichment that appears stronger in the H-zone from the pupal till the adult stages ([Fig. S3, G and G′](#figS3){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, visualization of the nanoscopic distribution of Profilin revealed a band-type pattern centered on the M-line with an average half bandwidth of 45.6 nm ([Fig. 9, B, F, and I](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This arrangement, combined with the observation that monomeric actin is present in the H-zone (as judged by fluorescent DNaseI and actin C4 staining; [@bib56]; [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="fig"} and supplemental figure PDF), supports a Profilin-actin--facilitated pointed-end elongation hypothesis. Based on its myofibril phenotype ([@bib60]), FliI is also involved in thin filament elongation, and remarkably, it was shown to associate with formins in various cell types and contribute to their activation ([@bib31]). We detected a pronounced band-type FliI accumulation in the H-zone, with an average half bandwidth of 38.9 nm ([Fig. 9, E--I](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This location is undoubtedly M-wards from SALS (the calculated distance is 22.1 nm), while it almost completely overlaps with that of Profilin and partly overlaps with the formins Fhos and DAAM.

These findings revealed that the proteins linked to pointed-end elongation accumulate into two clearly distinct spatially confined domains within the H-zone, separated by at least 15--20 nm ([Fig. 9, J and K](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, Tmod and SALS are localized directly at the pointed end, whereas the two formins and two associated factors are highly enriched in a more central/M-ward location.

Discussion {#s9}
==========

The extremely regular sarcomeric structure of the *Drosophila* IFM allowed us to develop a powerful single-molecule localization system combined with structure averaging to determine the position of a large number of muscle proteins with a previously unprecedented localization precision of ∼5--10 nm. Whereas the actin-myosin overlap in the A-band of the sarcomeres is well understood, molecular organization of the I-band and the H-zone is much less well characterized, and thus, we focused our studies on these regions. From our analysis of \>9,000 sarcomeres, we localized several Z-disk--, M-line--, thin filament--associated and elastic proteins. From these data, we have assembled comprehensive models of the H-zone and I-band complexes ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}) using the known PDB-deposited structures as well as template-based protein structure modeling and the IFM lattice structure ([@bib86]) as a framework.

![**Molecular model of the I-band and H-zone.** **(A and B)** A section through the I-band (A) and H-zone (B), indicating 25 proteins. Proteins are shown according to our template-based protein structure modeling and placed according to the localization data presented combined with the known lattice structure of the IFM. The graphical legend at the bottom indicates the different proteins. Scale bar, 10 nm.](JCB_201907026_Fig10){#fig10}

The first important benefit was that we could determine precise positions of all key sarcomeric reference points. These include the plus and minus ends of the thin filaments, the thick filament ends, and the positions of the M- and Z-lines. Implicitly, these provide the widths of the I-band and H-zone. These landmarks were instrumental in revealing the molecular organization of the thin filaments by unambiguously determining the orientation of the Tm--Tn complex. Furthermore, in agreement with former *Lethocerus indicus* work ([@bib89]), our results confirm that the Tn complex is located at the end of the Tm dimers. We also determined the precise locations of numerous Z-disk proteins, including α-Actinin, ZASP52, FLN, Projectin, and Sls isoforms. The localization atlas produced was used to support our molecular reconstruction of the Z-disk and facilitate the identification of the previously observed connecting EM densities ([@bib15]; [@bib19]), such as in the case of FLN that we propose to be part of/form the C4 density. Moreover, the high-resolution analysis of FLN illustrates that the collection of nanoscopic localization data can be a remarkably powerful tool in molecular reconstruction that could help us to better understand the function of an important muscle protein.

In building a detailed model of the H-zone complex, we identified novel architectural features of the two major structural components of the H-zone, Obscurin and Zormin. Our data argue that the N-terminus of the Titin-like protein Obscurin faces the A-band. Therefore, it is in a position to interact with thin filament pointed-end regulatory proteins. Replacement of the large Obscurin isoform by the small one (lacking the N-terminal domains of the large one) in mature flies ([@bib40]) might be a novel mode of regulation of pointed end dynamics. Moreover, the refined nanoscopic arrangement of Obscurin also determines the position of its known interactors: Ball, which was identified as a ligand of the kinase1 domain, and MASK, a ligand of both kinase1 and kinase2 domains ([@bib42]). In addition, Obscurin is likely to interact with Zormin, a potential functional homologue of the C-terminus of Titin. Interestingly, the Zormin double lines were close to our resolution limit, and for this reason, their separation is not evident on the averaged density image. Yet, this example clearly demonstrates that in terms of resolution, SMLM can outperform immuno-EM ([@bib11]) due to its superior labeling density.

One of the major unsolved questions of sarcomere development is the mechanism of thin filament assembly at the pointed end. Examination of the distribution of the thin filament elongation regulatory proteins in the H-zone led to the unexpected conclusion that these proteins localize into two distinct spatial domains. Notably, Tmod and SALS are localized directly at the pointed end, while the formins and associated factors are highly enriched in a narrow band in the middle of the H-zone. Together, these data suggest that the major place for actin assembly is not in the immediate vicinity of the pointed end rather in an M-line--centered narrow domain. Due to physical separation of the pointed ends from the actin assembly machinery, including the bulk of the polymerization-competent Profilin-G-actin pool, these results argue against models based on actin monomer incorporation at the pointed end, but support the possibility of formin-mediated (short) F-actin oligomer formation in the central zone that could subsequently fuse to the pointed ends under the control of Tmod and SALS. Thus, our localization studies provide solid ground for an F-actin annealing--based pointed-end elongation mechanism.

We believe that our approach and localization atlas together will be useful to a wider community and will pave the way for further mechanistic modeling of the sarcomere. Whereas this nanoscopic approach has proved very promising, it will be important to extend the scope of this analysis toward developmental and evolutionary directions. It will be interesting to map the protein distributions during the actively elongating phases of sarcomere assembly as well as in ageing muscles. Undoubtedly, the success of this analysis strictly relied on the exceptional regularity of the IFM sarcomeres; therefore, probing the evolutionary conservation of the fruit fly data in vertebrate striated muscle sarcomeres appears as an exciting future adventure.

Materials and methods {#s10}
=====================

*Drosophila* stocks {#s11}
-------------------

Fly strains were raised under standard laboratory conditions at 25°C. As wild type, we used an isogenized *w^1118^* strain. For aging, freshly hatched flies were collected and kept on fresh food until the desired age was reached. To test the association of DAAM with the filamental system, we used *Act88F^KM88^* mutants, which lack myofibrillar actin in the IFM ([@bib32]), and *Mhc^10^* mutants ([@bib18]), in which myofibrillar Myosin is absent.

Igase treatment {#s12}
---------------

The proteolytic removal of the C-terminal extension of TmH-34 was performed as described previously ([@bib17]; [@bib36]). Briefly, the glycerinated fibers were incubated overnight (∼12 h) at 4°C in a rigor solution containing endoproteinase Pro-Pro-Y-Pro (Igase; MoBiTec) prior fixation. The control fibers were incubated for the same period in the rigor solution without the endoproteinase.

Protein expression and purification {#s13}
-----------------------------------

To test the specificity of the DAAM antibodies, Schneider 2 cells were transfected with a plasmid containing the CDS of either DAAM-PB or DAAM-PD. Expression clones were created by using standard Gateway LR reaction, where pENTR3C-DAAM-PB and pENTR3C-DAAM-PD were used as entry clones and pAWF served as a destination vector ([@bib62]). Total lysates of Schneider 2 cells were analyzed by Western blot using a pan-DAAM (R4, 1:1,000; [@bib24]) and a DAAM-PD--specific antibody (PD, 1:500). Cell transfection and lysis were performed as described elsewhere ([@bib24]).

To analyze the domain specificity of the DAAM antibodies (R1 and R4), FH1, FH2, and DAD-CT domains of DAAM were produced in *Escherichia coli* (BL21) as GST-tagged recombinant proteins using the pGex expression system. Protein purification was performed as described previously ([@bib6]). 200 ng of each recombinant protein was loaded onto an SDS-PAGE gel and analyzed by Western blot using the anti-R4 (1:5,000) and anti-R1 (1:5,000) DAAM antibodies. SDS-PAGE and Western blot were performed by using standard procedures. Anti-Rabbit-HRP (1:10,000; Jackson) secondary antibody and an ECL reagent (Millipore) were used to detect immunocomplexes.

Preparation of myofibrils for superresolution imaging {#s14}
-----------------------------------------------------

For SMLM, individual myofibrils were isolated from the IFM of anesthetized adult (∼24 h after eclosion) *Drosophila* as described previously ([@bib11]), with minor modifications. In brief, bisected hemithoraces were incubated in relaxing solution (100 mM NaCl, 20 mM NaPi, pH, 7.0, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 5 mM EGTA, and 5 mM ATP) supplemented with 50% glycerol for 2 h at 4°C. Afterward the dorsal longitudinal muscles were isolated from the hemithoraces and dissociated by gently pipetting them in an Eppendorf tube in the presence of 0.5% Triton X-100. Dissociated myofibrils were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 2 min. Myofibrils were washed and centrifuged two more times in relaxing solution. Myofibrils were resuspended in relaxing solution, and 20 µl of the sample was dropped on a glass coverslip and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Alfa Aesar) in relaxing solution for 15 min. After washing three times in relaxing solution, the samples were blocked in blocking solution (5% goat serum \[Sigma\] and 0.1% Triton X-100 in relaxing solution) for 30 min in a humidity chamber. Primary antibodies (see [Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were applied overnight at 4°C in blocking solution. Following washes, the appropriate Alexa Fluor 647--conjugated (1:600; Life Technologies) secondary antibodies were applied for 2 h at room temperature. The samples were thoroughly washed and stored in PBS prior to imaging.

Antibodies {#s15}
----------

The primary antibodies used in this study are listed in [Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Detection was achieved with goat anti-rabbit, anti-mouse, or anti-rat IgG highly cross-absorbed secondary antibodies coupled to Alexa Fluor 488, Alexa Fluor 546, or Alexa Fluor 647 (1:600; all from Life Technologies). F-Actin was labeled with either Alexa Fluor 488-- or Alexa Fluor 546--phalloidin (1:200; Life Technologies). G-Actin was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488--deoxyribonuclease I (1:500; Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Antibody generation {#s16}
-------------------

The anti-DAAM-PD antibody was raised against an N-terminal polypeptide (INEPDTHSANTEILQTSP) corresponding to amino acid residues 26--43 of the DAAM-PD isoform, in a transgenic rabbit strain expressing the Fc receptor by ImmunoGenes Kft. Animals were immunized with 200 µg DAAM-PD-INEP peptide-KLH conjugate in complete Freund's adjuvant and challenged multiple times with 100 µg of the conjugate in incomplete Freund's adjuvant. Sera containing antibody to DAAM-PD were affinity purified with a SulfoLink Immobilization Kit for peptides (Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy {#s17}
----------------------------------

Confocal images were captured on a Zeiss LSM880 microscope, equipped with a 40×, 1.4-NA oil-immersion lens. Images were acquired according to the Nyquist rate, using the complete dynamic range of the detectors. Brightness and contrast of the images were linearly adjusted in Fiji (National Institutes of Health). Samples were prepared as described above, except they were mounted in antifade reagent (ProLong Gold, P36930; Life Technologies) for imaging.

Superresolution SIM and STED imaging {#s18}
------------------------------------

SIM was performed on a Zeiss Elyra S1 SIM microscope with a Plan-Apochromat 63×/1.4-NA oil-immersion objective. STED microscopy was performed on a Leica TCS SP8 STED 3× microscope with a 100×/1.4-NA oil-immersion objective and HyD time-gated photodetectors. Acquired images were deconvolved with Huygens Professional (SVI) before analysis.

Superresolution dSTORM imaging {#s19}
------------------------------

Superresolution dSTORM measurements were performed on a custom-made inverted microscope based on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E frame. After being conditioned (through spatial filtering via fiber coupling and beam expansion), the applied laser beams were focused into the back focal plane of the microscope objective (CFI Apo 100×, 1.49 NA; Nikon), which produced a collimated beam on the sample. The angle of illumination was set through a tilting mirror mounted into a motorized gimbal holder and placed into the conjugate plane of the sample. All dSTORM images were captured under EPI illumination at an excitation wavelength of 647 nm (647 nm, P~max~ = 300 mW; MPB Communications). The laser intensity controlled via an acousto-optic tunable filter was set to 2--4 kW/cm^2^ on the sample plane. An additional laser (405 nm, P~max~ = 60 mW; Nichia) was used for reactivation. Images were captured by an Andor iXon3 897 BV EMCCD digital camera (512 × 512 pixels with 16-µm pixel size). The size of the illuminated region of the sample was matched to the size of the detector, which determined the field of view (80 × 80 µm^2^). Frame stacks for dSTORM superresolution imaging were typically captured at a reduced image size (crop mode). Two separate fluorescence filter sets (LF405/488/561/635-A-000 and Di03-R635-t1 dichroic mirrors with BLP01-647R-25 emission filters; Semrock) were used to select and separate the excitation and emission lights in the microscope. During the measurements, the perfect focus system of the microscope was used to keep the sample in focus with a precision of \<30 nm. Right before the measurement, the storage buffer of the sample was replaced with a GLOX switching buffer ([@bib83]) and the sample was mounted onto a microscope slide. Typically 20,000--50,000 frames were captured with an exposure time of 20 or 30 ms.

Single-molecule localization {#s20}
----------------------------

The captured and stored image stacks were evaluated and analyzed with rainSTORM localization software ([@bib70]). Individual images of single molecules were fitted with a Gaussian point spread function (PSF), and their center positions were associated with the position of the fluorescent molecule. Localizations were filtered via their intensity, precision, and SD values. Only localizations with precisions of \<20 nm and SD between 0.8 and 1.0 were used to form the final image and for further analysis. In our system, the focused PSFs have a σ size of ∼0.9. The strict PSF filtering was applied in order to discard the majority of the overlapping blinking events. Mechanical drift introduced by either the mechanical movement of the sample or thermal effects was analyzed and reduced by means of a correlation-based blind drift correction algorithm. Spatial coordinates of the localized events were stored, and the final superresolved image was visualized with a pixel size of 10 nm.

Experimental pipeline and quantitative measurements {#s21}
---------------------------------------------------

To achieve reliable measurements, we repeated every staining experiment independently at least three times, with myofibrils isolated from at least 20 *white^1118^* females. For each antibody, we acquired dSTORM images from numerous (on average \>200) sarcomeres. Based on their distribution along the myofibril longitudinal axis, we classified epitope images at the H zone and/or the I-band into the following categories: double lines, bands, or gaps. Quantitative measurements were performed in several steps after filtering the raw dataset for Thompson precision (\<20 nm) and PSF size (0.8 ≤ σ ≤ 1.0).

### Step 1: Classification and segmentation {#s22}

A square-shaped area around the studied structure (double line, band, or gap) is segmented manually in rainSTORM (rainSTORM software and manual are available at <http://titan.physx.u-szeged.hu/~adoptim/?page_id=582>) using the "Export box section" tool. Localizations inside this selected area are only analyzed further using the IFM Analyser tool (IFM Analyzer software and manual are available at <http://titan.physx.u-szeged.hu/~adoptim/?page_id=1246>).

### Step 2: Initial region of interest assignment {#s23}

A straight line is coarsely fitted on the coordinates of the localizations inside the selected area. The center coordinates of all the localizations and the straight-line orientation are used to define the position and orientation of a smaller rectangle (typically set to 600 × 800 nm) within which a further subset of localizations were cut out for quantitative evaluation. The rectangle can further be adjusted manually if necessary. The size of this area is matched to the target feature: it is set approximately three to four times broader and 10% shorter than the actual structure to clearly separate it from its background and eliminate edge artifacts.

### Step 3: Central curve fitting {#s24}

The symmetry axis of the structure is determined more precisely via a second-order polynomial fit, taking into consideration the curvature of the selected structure. To achieve this fit, a Gaussian kernel is applied on the localizations to get a smoothed localization density map. The kernel size was chosen to be large enough to effectively blur the localizations but small enough to preserve the gap or the double-line structures (∼20 nm). A polynomial was then fitted along the minima (in case of double lines and gaps) or along the maxima (in case of single bands) of the localization density and was considered as the symmetry axis of the structure.

### Step 4: Emitter distribution and initial fitting {#s25}

Following that, the distance of each localized point from the fitted symmetry axis is determined numerically and depicted in a histogram. The acquired histogram shows the localization distribution rather than the epitope/binding site distribution, which is closely related to the protein distribution. This discrepancy arises for two main reasons: localization precision and linker length. Localization precision is determined by the localization algorithm based on the characteristics of the blinking event. Theoretically, the fluorophore distribution can be calculated by deconvolving the measured localization image with the localization precision distribution (which can typically be described by a Gaussian curve). The epitope distribution can be obtained from the fluorophore distribution and the length of the linker. We assume that the fluorophores are distributed evenly on a sphere around the epitope at a radius equivalent to the linker length (the size of the primary and secondary antibodies is ∼20 nm).

### Step 5: Epitope distribution {#s26}

To quantitatively characterize the epitope distributions, a theoretical curve, in which the aforementioned effects are considered, is calculated and fitted to the measured data. During this process, we approximate the epitope distribution of the band, the double line, and the gap structures with a single Gaussian, double Gaussians, and negative top-hat functions with additional peaks at the edges, respectively. Then, the approximated epitope distribution is smeared with the linker and with the average Thompson precision using convolution. The resultant distribution is compared with the measured histogram, and the fitting algorithm varies the epitope distribution parameters until good agreement is met. From the fitted parameters, the values quantitatively describing the double line, band, and gap structures can be extracted in a straightforward manner.

Analysis of the geometric parameters of subsarcomeric structures {#s27}
----------------------------------------------------------------

### Double lines {#s28}

A significant fraction of the antibodies displayed a double-line-type distribution along the symmetry axes of the H-zones and/or I-bands with characteristic line distances. In these cases, the longitudinal density distributions can be approximated with a double Gaussian, where the peak centroids represent the average epitope position. We used the line distance parameter (M- or Z-line distance) to describe the distance between the midline of the H-zone/I-band and the fitted peak centroid. We consider these measurements to be the most reliable ones, as the Gaussian distributions are sensible estimates of the emitter distribution and their centroid positions are independent (within reasonable limits) of the localization precision and the labeling density or length of the linkers (the size of the primary and secondary antibodies).

### Bands {#s29}

Some of the antibodies labeled the midline of the H-zone or I-band. This localization pattern could correspond to (1) a real band-type epitope distribution around the symmetry axes or (2) a hidden double-line-type distribution, where the resolution is not sufficient to resolve individual "lines." Unless indicated otherwise, we presumed the first scenario. Since bands are settled on the symmetry axes, their peak position is self-evident; therefore, we quantified their thickness, which is characteristic to each antibody/epitope. The localization distribution of bands can be best approximated with a Gaussian distribution, but their apparent width is an overestimation of the real value, since linker length and localization precision alter the extent of the localizations in an additive way. Nevertheless, the IFM Analyser accounts for these effects and generates an estimated epitope distribution profile. We measured the full width at half maximum of these epitope distribution profiles and used the half-bandwidth values to describe them. ZASP52 in the Z-disk and FliI in the H-zone presented in two forms; some classify as double lines and the rest clearly as bands. We presume that the observed bands are actually double-line structures that we cannot resolve. However, we can estimate the line distances in these instances by performing band-type measurements on the double-line structures. We found that the band widths (full width at half maximum) were consistently 1.6--1.7 times larger than the line distances measured on the same structures. We used the average value of 0.615 as a conversion unit to estimate the line distances from the bandwidth measurements in these cases. We also assumed hidden double-line structures in the case of Obscurin (Ig14--16), Obscurin (Kin1), and FLN N-terminal epitopes and used the same method to estimate the line distances.

### Gaps {#s30}

The antibodies that labeled the A-band (more or less uniformly) formed clear gaps in the H-zone and/or I-band. These gaps are located precisely on the symmetry axes, and their widths are informative. However, the apparent widths, based on localization distribution, are an underestimation of the real values for the aforementioned reasons. To obtain more realistic approximations, the primary fitted distribution profile was convolved as previously. We used the half gap width to characterize the epitope distribution in these cases.

### Visualization {#s31}

Quantitative measurements were performed on individual structures, but for visualization purposes, we used the IFM Analyser to align the localizations along the symmetry axes of the H-zone/I-band before averaging them. From the merged event lists a superresolved image was generated using the Simple Histogram method from rainSTORM. The averaged images gave thorough representation of the longitudinal and transverse distributions of the individual protein targets. Relying on the symmetry axes of the H-zone and I-band, we aligned independently averaged protein densities to generate pseudo-multicolor representations.

Template-based protein structure modeling and constructing the molecular representation of the H-zone and I-band {#s32}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To build the molecular structure of the IFM, we used coordinates from the PDB and maps from the Electron Microscopy Data Bank, if they were available. In the absence of PDB data, structural information was generated by template-based modeling using the RaptorX server ([@bib37]) and annotated protein sequences from FlyBase. Graphical models of selected proteins were generated in UCSF Chimera ([@bib64]), and scaled images were exported in an orthographic projection. Although RaptorX is a leading prediction server, based on the assessment of weekly prerelease PDB sequences, some uncertainties in our contour length estimations cannot be strictly excluded. Separate models are combined in Illustrator (Adobe) and arranged to be consistent with our measurements and the 3D lattice structure of *Drosophila* IFM filaments ([@bib86]). As to stoichiometry of the muscle proteins, published data allow quite precise estimations for all the major thin filament components, and the ratio of actin filaments versus thick filaments is also known. In case of FLN, α-Actinin, and to some extent elastic filaments, available biochemical, EM, and genetic data provide us with a reasonably good estimation, whereas for most other proteins, the current literature is not informative in this regard. Thus, we note that with the exceptions of the basic thin and thick filament backbones, our models are limited in terms of stoichiometry. Despite this limitation at the global scale, the models built are important to visualize the potential protein--protein interactions and key structural arrangements on a smaller scale.

### Thin filament model {#s33}

To generate a thin filament model, we used the previously established quasiatomic IFM thin filament structure (PDB: [2W49](2W49); [@bib90]) as a backbone.

Of the two Tmod isoforms ([@bib57]), the larger is the dominant isoform in mature (\>24-h adults) IFM, and this was used in our model. The tertiary structure of Tmod-PB is based on the previously characterized Tmod-pointed-end structure (PDB: [4PKG](4PKG), [4PKH](4PKH), and [4PKI](4PKI); [@bib66]).

There are three Tm isoforms in the IFM: the standard striated muscle Tm127 isoform and two IFM-specific heavy Tms, TmH-33 and TmH-34. For simplicity, we used an identical structure to depict the Pro-Ala--rich C-terminal extensions of the two heavy Tms. The N-termini of Tm are oriented toward the pointed end, and we confirmed this orientation using the MAC141 antibody, the epitope of which has been narrowed down to an 80-aa sequence at the N-terminus ([@bib16]). Alignment of the relevant N-terminal sequences of all Tm isoforms thought to be recognized by MAC141 reveals a common sequence motif of 12 aa long at the very N-terminus of these proteins ([Fig. S2 A](#figS2){ref-type="fig"}). Given that rest of the region does not contain conserved sequences that would be sufficiently long as antigens, it appears very likely that the MAC141 epitope is located within the extreme N-terminal 12 aa. A peculiar feature of the MAC141 staining is evident in a difference between the I-band and H-zone patterns. Notably, in the I-band, we found a gap-type distribution, whereas in the H-zone, the double lines appear to consist of two discrete peaks each, based on the distribution of the measurements. The epitope position in the I-band is entirely consistent with an N-terminal location. In case of the H-zone double peaks, the M-ward one perfectly overlaps with the pointed ends corresponding to the expected position, while the other peak is in the middle of the most proximal axial repeat. By combining it with the Igase treatment data and assuming that the most proximal Tn complex is missing from some of the thin filaments/myofibrils, the second peak corresponds to the average position of the two most M-ward epitopes. Interpretation of the MAC143 epitope position that labels the C-terminus of the TmH-34 ([Fig. 3, C, F, I, and J](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) is not trivial, since it is known to recognize an additional thin filament component, GstS1 ([@bib17]). Nevertheless, our localization data suggest that the TmHs are not part of the most Z-ward Tm repeat.

The regulatory heterotrimeric Tn complex, composed of TnT, TnC, and TnI, is attached to the Tm dimers. Former EM and structural studies ([@bib89]; [@bib88]) demonstrated that the Tn core complex in the *Lethocerus* IFM is located on the Tm overlap. However, the position of the Tn complex with respect to the N- and C-termini of Tm could not be determined from EM images. The anti-TnC staining gave a double-line-type distribution in the I-band with a Z-line distance of 65 nm ([Fig. 2, E, F, and I](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which clearly positions it to the C-terminus of the most Z-ward Tm repeat. Similarly to Tm, the accessibility of TnC antibody ([@bib65]) is limited in the A-band. Our TnT measurements indicate that in the I-band, it binds the C-terminal part of Tm. However, in the H-zone, the measured average position is somewhat (∼14 nm) more Z-ward than expected. One possible explanation is that the Tn complex is missing from some of the most M-ward repeats at the pointed end. This scenario would explain the relatively large SD measured at the H-zone, and it could account for a shift in the position toward the barbed end.

### Z-disk model {#s34}

We generated an approximate IFM lattice structure based on the ultrastructural analysis performed on the Z-disk of *Apis mellifera* ([@bib15]; [@bib19]; [@bib72]). The lattice spacing between filaments in the Z-disk is altered as the filaments in groups of three get closer to the edge of the Z-disk. Thick filaments are placed such that they project to the trigonal position of the three thin filaments.

In the IFM, a 104-kD muscle-specific α-Actinin isoform (Actn-PB) is expressed. The epitope recognized by the α-Actinin antibody is unknown. Because the α-Actinin dimer is smaller (∼36 nm) in length than the optical resolution of our system, we cannot resolve the individual epitopes independently within the dimers. Since they form a symmetric antiparallel structure ([@bib20]), the emitter peak positions should mark the centroid of the dimers, regardless of the exact epitope position and orientation of the dimer (by assuming an isotropic emitter distribution). It is thought that the exact position, angle, and polarity of α-Actinin binding are governed by extrinsic factors. In vertebrates, the 19-nm periodicity of α-Actinin might be regulated by Nebulin/Nebulette proteins and/or the number of Z-repeats within the N-terminus of Titin, which are both expressed differentially in different muscle types ([@bib23]). However, the corresponding proteins are missing or quite different in *Drosophila*; instead, Zasp52 was shown to be required for the association of α-Actinin with the Z-disk ([@bib14]). In *Drosophila*, Zasp52 is the major member of the Alp/Enigma family of PDZ-LIM domain proteins. Many different Zasp52 splice isoforms have been identified, resulting in up to 61 different proteins, some of which are restricted to specific muscle types ([@bib39]). We used the Zasp52-PF isoform in our model as a representative of one of the annotated adult-specific isoforms (including the large exon 16) recognized by the Z(210) monoclonal antibody ([@bib73]).

FLN, encoded by *cher* in *Drosophila*, is known as an actin filament cross-linking protein. It has ≥10 different transcript isoforms, and most of them are expressed in the IFM. We used Cher-PM in our model as a representative of one of the large isoforms (group D; [@bib25]). FLM in our model is located in the trigonal position of the Z-disk thin filaments facing a thick filament.

### Thick filament model {#s35}

A 3D structure of the IFM thick filaments (from *Lethocerus*) has recently been reported with a resolution of ∼5.5--20 Å (EMDataBank accession code EMD-3301; [@bib33], [@bib34]). Since the Myosin II sequence homology among insects is extremely high, we relied on this reconstruction in our model. While it provides remarkable structural insights regarding the bridge region (A-band), it does not represent the central, head-free bare zone or the tapered ends of the filament. Consequently, we used a simplified representation of these regions in our model. In the insect flight muscle, size of the S2 segment has been determined by EM-tomography--based structural studies as being ∼11 nm, and it was also revealed that the S2 segment practically overlaps with the S1 region (head of Myosin) along the longitudinal axis of Myosin ([@bib52]). The M-line gap distance (73.9 nm) measured by dSTORM in the IFM suggests an arrangement similar to the vertebrate M-line. In vertebrates, the M-line distance of the most proximal (P1 and P1′) crown level is 77 nm ([@bib2]), which is also plausible in the IFM, since from our measurements it would perfectly position the P1 and P1′ crown level to the most M-ward target zone on the thin filaments.

In the *Drosophila* IFM, while the thin filaments are in perfect register, the thick filaments form a "superlattice" with a 4.83-nm axial shift between adjacent thick filaments along a MyAc layer ([@bib80]), which is accounted for in our modeling.

### Modeling of the H-zone backbone {#s36}

The myofilament lattice arrangement has been measured very accurately, resulting in a center-to-center thick filament spacing of 56.0 nm ([@bib13]), and it is known that the IFM contains thin to thick filaments in a ratio of 3:1. Based on this information, a 3D A-band lattice structure can be assembled, although on most figures we used a 2D MyAc layer representation.

In the IFM of young adult flies, the ∼475-kD Obscurin A (unc-89-PC) isoform is present. In building a detailed model of the H-zone complex, we considered additional potential constrains: (1) Obscurin is able to form assemblies independent of Myosin, which suggests that it is cross-linked either directly or indirectly and ready to incorporate Myosin to form a hexagonal superlattice; (2) it forms a complex with Myosin ([@bib40]); the (3) the Obscurin epitope recognized by the Ig14--16 antibody is confined to a small area close to the thick filaments based on immuno-EM ([@bib40]); and (4) Obscurin almost certainly interacts with Zormin (discussed below).

The vertebrate H-zone contains the C-terminus of Titin, which can bind Myomesin and Obscurin. However, in *Drosophila*, Titin is replaced by the smaller proteins of Sls and Projectin ([@bib9]). Of these, only the Sls isoform Zormin has been found in the H-zone (as well as in the I-band; [@bib11]). There are two Zormin isoforms in the IFM, but in the absence of information, regarding their isoform distribution, we used the sole Zormin-PE isoform in our model. In vitro the Zormin Ig4--6 domains can bind both Myosin and actin ([@bib11]), but in vivo, the H-zone localization of Zormin depends on Obscurin ([@bib40]). There is no available information on whether Zormin crosses over between thin filaments or is arranged in a strictly parallel fashion, but mechanical considerations ([@bib1]) make a cross-linking Zormin arrangement more plausible.

### Modeling of the thin filament regulators {#s37}

SALS (Sals-PB) can bind both F- and G-actin in vitro ([@bib5]), but in diffraction-limited images, it was not possible to determine whether its in vivo association with the thin filament is direct or indirect. Considering its size (∼150 kD) and localization in the H-zone, a physical interaction between SALS and the pointed end/Tmod is highly probable. In the I-band, the SALS epitopes are positioned next to the formins on the barbed ends. However, SALS was shown to cosediment with Gelsolin-capped F-actin, leading to the conclusion that SALS interacts with F-actin through pointed ends or side binding, but not through the barbed ends ([@bib5]). Nevertheless, since Gelsolin is not an effective barbed-end capper ([@bib66]), we would not exclude the possibility that SALS is in fact able to bind the barbed ends.

Since the C4 antibody gives a sparse signal along the entire myofibril, including the H-zone, we presume the presence of monomeric actin in the H-zone, which is also supported by our DNaseI staining ([@bib56]). Therefore, some of the Profilin molecules (Chic-PA; [@bib85]) are depicted in a G-actin--bound form in our model (PDB: [3U4L](3U4L)).

Of the two formins examined, *Fhos*, the single *Drosophila* FHOD subfamily orthologue, expresses two protein isoforms in the IFM ([@bib76]): a short Fhos-PA isoform that localizes to the H-zone and a large Fhos-PH isoform enriched in the I-band ([@bib76]). Similarly to *Fhos*, the sole *Drosophila* *DAAM* orthologue also expresses a short and large IFM isoform called DAAM-PB and DAAM-PD, respectively. However, the sarcomeric distribution of the short and large isoforms has not yet been clarified. While the antibody recognizing both isoforms (R1; [@bib59]) displayed an H-zone and I-band localization, the PD isoform--specific antibody exclusively localized to the I-band. In conclusion, both formins have the same isoform distribution; i.e., the short isoforms are located in the H-zone and the large isoforms are located in the I-band.

FliI (FliI-PA) is a conserved member of the Gelsolin family and essential for early development both in vertebrates and *Drosophila* ([@bib12]). In the IFM, FliI localization partially overlaps with the short formin isoforms and almost completely colocalizes with Profilin. Since FliI contains six Gelsolin-like repeats, it presumably interacts with Profilin-actin.

### Modeling of the elastic filaments {#s38}

Sls is a large modular protein similar to the I-band region of vertebrate Titin. It has four IFM isoforms, including two Zormin isoforms with predicted sizes of 324 kD and 388 kD, the 527-kD Kettin (Sls-PA), which is the most abundant Sls isoform, and a minor amount of the 724-kD Sls(700) ([@bib11]). Kettin, the major Sls isoform in the IFM, is composed of 35 Ig domains separated by linker sequences. Previous immunoelectron micrographs show that the Ig3 domain is positioned approximately in the middle of the Z-disk ([@bib46]), while the average Z-line distances of Ig16 and Ig24 are ∼50 nm and ∼60 nm ([@bib46]), respectively. Remarkably, our measurement for Ig16 is 49.2 nm (nearly identical to the 50 nm measured by EM), whereas the Z-line distance if Ig35 is 66.8 nm, which is a position ∼35 nm away from the edge of the A-band. The N-terminally located region 1 of Kettin, which contains a unique sequence motif and four Ig domains (Ig1--Ig4) with variable linker lengths, is unlikely to bind actin ([@bib27]). Nevertheless, this region might be involved in a head-to-head interaction with another Kettin molecule ([@bib27]) and/or interacts with other Z-disk proteins. The dimerization of Kettin is supported by the fact that, in vitro, it promotes the antiparallel association of actin filaments ([@bib84]). This suggests that either one Kettin molecule binds two antiparallel actin filaments or that Kettin molecules dimerize in an antiparallel way. While available data do not provide direct support the first hypothesis, our modeling approach favors the second one. Ig domains 5--20 in region 2 are separated by linkers of almost constant length, and using this central region of Kettin, it was demonstrated that the Ig domains with their linkers are able to bind actin with a stoichiometry of one to one ([@bib84]). Also, the approximate distance between Ig3 and Ig16 suggests that this region binds actin by following the F-actin short pitch helix, as Ig3 has been positioned to the center of the Z-disk ([@bib84]). In region 3 (Ig21--Ig31), the linkers are slightly variable in length, and the previously measured distance between Ig16 and Ig24 (∼10 nm) suggests that it is not binding actin in the same way as it does in region 2. Finally, region 4 is separated from the other regions by a long linker and possesses four Ig domains (Ig32--Ig35) and relatively short spacers. Taken together, these data prompted us to revisit the structural arrangement of Kettin. Because we measured the distance of Ig16 to Ig34 as ∼18 nm, which should be at least 72 nm in a fully extended molecule model, we interpret this result as indication for a bunched structure. In addition, position of the most C-terminal Kettin domains is almost identical to the position of the Ig24 domain, which also supports the existence of a globular structure right next to the most Z-ward Tn complex. Interestingly, this structure might be identical to the electron-dense blobs identified on the thin filaments ([@bib82]) from which the connecting strands emerge toward the thick filaments.

The connecting protein Projectin is detected in the I-band. The Bt-PF isoform we worked with is composed of repeated Ig and Fn motifs and can be divided into five subregions: N-terminal, core, intermediate, kinase, and C-terminal regions ([@bib4]). The N-terminal region is composed of two blocks of Ig domains separated by an extensible PEVK-like region. Based on immunoelectron micrographs (NT-1 antibody), the N-terminal region is located within the Z-disk ([@bib4]). The P5 antibody has also been suggested to recognize an N-terminal epitope ([@bib4]), but surprisingly, the average Z-line peak distance measured by dSTORM is 74.9 nm, which positions it to the middle of the region between the Z-disk and the edge of the A-band. The N-terminal region is followed by the core region, which is composed of Fn-Fn-Ig modules repeated 14 times. We used a monoclonal antibody to determine the position of the Ig26 domain, which falls into this region and is thought to be anchored to the thin filaments ([@bib46]). It is 12 nm closer to the Z-line than the epitope recognized by the P5 antibody. Based on these measurements, we conclude that the P5 epitope is further toward the C-terminus than Ig26. After a short intermediate region, there is a kinase domain followed by five Ig domains at the C-terminus. The 3b11 antibody, which was raised against the C-terminus, is clearly located within the A-band ([@bib4]).

Data analysis and figures {#s39}
-------------------------

Data analysis was performed using custom analysis software, IFM Analyser, which was developed in MATLAB R2018b (MathWorks). Violin plots were generated using RStudio ([@bib107]). Figures were constructed in Illustrator CS6 (Adobe).

Online supplemental material {#s40}
----------------------------

[Fig. S1](#figS1){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison of superresolution and sample preparation approaches. [Fig. S2](#figS2){ref-type="fig"} shows the position and distribution of the Tm (MAC141) epitope. [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="fig"} shows the short and long isoforms of DAAM and the sarcomeric localization of Profilin and G-actin; it also shows that sarcomere association of DAAM depends on Mhc. [Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the primary antibodies used in this study. The supplemental figure PDF shows an overview of the structure and distribution of the imaged sarcomeric proteins.
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